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PURPOSE
1.00 This policy articulates how the university complies with the privacy components of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA).

DEFINITIONS

2.00 Administrative Authority means individuals with administrative responsibility for Units including but not limited to: Vice-Presidents, Associate Vice-Presidents, Deans, Chairs, Directors, Executive Directors, the Chief Information Officer, and other Unit Heads.

3.00 Consistent Purpose means a use or disclosure of Personal Information which is consistent with the purposes for which the information was obtained or compiled if the use or disclosure:
(a) has a reasonable and direct connection to that purpose, and
(b) is necessary for performing the statutory duties of, or for operating a legally authorized program of, the Unit that uses or discloses the information or causes the information to be used or disclosed.

4.00 Contact Information means information to enable an individual at a place of business to be contacted and includes the name, position name or title, business telephone number, business address, business email or business fax number of the individual.

5.00 Disclose means to transmit or provide, intentionally or unintentionally, Personal Information by any means to someone other than an Employee.
6.00 **Employee** in relation to the university, includes a volunteer and a service provider.

7.00 **Monitor/Monitored** *(verb)* means a Surveillance System is used to view live footage of an area without creating a record of that observation.

8.00 **Personal Information** means recorded information about an identifiable individual other than Contact Information.

9.00 **Privacy Impact Assessment** means an assessment that the university conducts to determine if a current or proposed system, project, program or activity meets or will meet FIPPA’s privacy protection requirements.

10.00 **Record** *(noun)* includes books, documents, maps, drawings, photographs, letters, vouchers, papers and any other thing on which information is recorded or stored by graphic, electronic, mechanical or other means, but does not include a computer program or any other mechanism that produces records.

11.00 **Record/Recorded** *(verb)* means a Surveillance System is used to convert images and/or sound into a record that can be reproduced.

12.00 **Surveillance System** means an analog or digital video recording system (with or without audio) authorized and used by the university intended to monitor or record the activities of people or monitor or record an area that is accessible to the university community or public. For the purposes of this policy and its associated procedures, surveillance does not include the use of personal video equipment or the recording or broadcasting of public events, educational activities, or recordings done through UVic Audiovisual and Multimedia Services.

13.00 **Unit** means academic or administrative areas at the university, including but not limited to: faculties, departments, divisions, offices, schools and centres.

14.00 **Use of Personal Information** means employing or handling Personal Information by Employees to accomplish the university’s objectives; for example, to:

- administer a program or activity;
- provide a service; or
- determine someone's eligibility for a benefit or suitability for a job.

**JURISDICTION/SCOPE**

15.00 This policy applies to all Employees (including faculty), students and Units. It applies to all Personal Information in the custody or under the control of the university.

**POLICY**

16.00 The university will manage all Personal Information in accordance with the FIPPA, the *University Act*, collective agreements, contracts, and this and other applicable university policies and associated procedures.
Accountability for Personal Information

17.00 The President will designate an executive officer to act as head under the FIPPA who will be responsible for the administration of the FIPPA and this policy.

17.01 The University Secretary has been designated by the President as the head.

University Secretary

18.00 As the head, the University Secretary is responsible for the overall co-ordination of privacy functions and for records management.

18.01 The University Secretary will carry out his or her duties in collaboration with the University Archivist, who is responsible for the maintenance of the university’s Records management program.

Chief Privacy Officer

19.00 In collaboration with the University Archivist and the Chief Information Officer, the Chief Privacy Officer is responsible for promoting, monitoring, and reporting on compliance with the FIPPA and with university privacy, records management, and information security policies. The Chief Privacy Officer’s responsibilities include:

- Providing privacy advice and training;
- Providing ongoing assessment of privacy risks; and
- Responding to privacy complaints and investigating concerns about privacy issues.

19.01 Where the Chief Privacy Officer establishes that there is a significant privacy risk, the Chief Privacy Officer may investigate and/or recommend to the appropriate Administrative Authority corrective action, suspension, or termination of a project or activity.

Administrators

20.00 Administrative Authorities and managers are responsible for:

- making reasonable efforts to familiarize themselves with the requirements in the FIPPA, this policy and its associated procedures, and for making reasonable efforts to communicate these requirements to the Employees in their Units;
- making reasonable efforts to ensure that the management of Personal Information in the custody or under the control of their units meets the requirements of the FIPPA, this policy and its associated procedures;
- reporting any privacy incidents or breaches of the FIPPA, this policy or its associated procedures in accordance with the university’s Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Breach; and
- Conducting risk-based privacy impact assessments under s. 42.00.

Employees

21.00 All Employees who collect, access, use, disclose, maintain and dispose of Personal Information are in a position of trust.

21.01 Employees are responsible for:

- treating all Personal Information to which they receive access in accordance with the FIPPA and this policy;
• making reasonable efforts to familiarize themselves and to comply with the requirements in the FIPPA, this policy, and its associated procedures;
• consulting as necessary with the appropriate authority regarding the requirements in the FIPPA, this policy, and its associated procedures; and
• reporting any privacy incidents or breaches of the FIPPA, this policy, or its associated procedures in accordance with the university’s Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Breach.

Third Parties
22.00 The university will require a third party service provider whose work on behalf of the university involves the collection, use or Disclosure of Personal Information to abide by this policy, the Privacy Protection Schedule, and FIPPA in its handling of personal information on behalf of the university, and may require the service provider to sign a confidentiality agreement.

Openness about Personal Information Policies and Practices – Collection Notice
23.00 The university will make the following information available to an individual from whom Personal Information is being collected:

(a) the purpose for which the Personal Information is being collected;
(b) the legal authority to collect the Personal Information; and
(c) the Contact Information of someone who can provide details about the collection.

24.00 This policy will be made available on the university website.

Identifying Purposes for Personal Information
25.00 The university collects Personal Information from students, Employees and others in order to fulfill its mandate under the University Act.

25.01 The university collects Personal Information as authorized by the FIPPA and the University Act, including collecting Personal Information that relates directly to and is necessary for an operating program or activity of the university.

Consent for Collection of Personal Information
26.00 The university will normally obtain either express or implied consent from an individual before collecting Personal Information, but may collect, use or disclose Personal Information without consent in limited circumstances where the FIPPA authorizes such activity.

Limiting Collection of Personal Information
27.00 The university will normally collect Personal Information directly from the individual whom the Personal Information is about, but may collect Personal Information indirectly in limited situations where such collection is authorized by the FIPPA, another enactment, or the individual.
27.01 The university may also collect Personal Information indirectly for purposes of:

(a) determining suitability for an honour or award, including an honorary degree, scholarship, prize or bursary;
(b) a proceeding before a court or a judicial or quasi-judicial tribunal;
(c) collecting a debt or fine or making a payment;
(d) law enforcement; or
(e) any other purposes permitted by law.

Use, Disclosure, and Retention of Personal Information

28.00 The university uses and discloses the Personal Information in its custody or under its control:

(a) for the purpose for which that information was obtained or compiled or for a Consistent Purpose;
(b) in a manner to which an individual has consented;
(c) as permitted or required by the FIPPA or as authorized or required by other law;
(d) for research and statistical purposes; or
(e) for archival or historical purposes.

29.00 Employees must only seek to access and use Personal Information necessary for the performance of their duties.

30.00 Employees may allow other Employees to use Personal Information needed for the performance of their duties. Employees may also allow other Employees to use Personal Information if the FIPPA authorizes the use of that Personal Information.

30.01 If an Employee is in doubt whether to allow another Employee to use Personal Information, the Employee will consult with their Administrative Authority or manager as necessary.

31.00 The university will disclose Personal Information to students and individuals or organizations outside the university as permitted by the FIPPA, as authorized or required by an enactment, as permitted by this policy and its associated procedures.

31.01 Personal Information shall only be disclosed in compliance with the Procedures for the Management of Personal Information.

31.02 If an Employee is in doubt whether to disclose Personal Information, the Employee will consult with their Administrative Authority as necessary.

32.00 Disclosure of the following information without consent is permitted:

(a) an Employee’s Contact Information;
(b) information about an individual’s position, functions, or remuneration as an officer, Employee, or member of the university;
(c) names of individuals who have received degrees, the names of degrees those
individuals received and the years in which the degrees were awarded; and
(d) Personal Information about an individual in an emergency situation or where the
University Secretary (or designate) determines that compelling circumstances exist
that affect anyone’s health or safety, or as permitted by the Procedures for
Disclosure of Student Information in Emergency or Compelling Circumstances.

33.00 Disclosing Personal Information outside Canada must be done in compliance with FIPPA
and the Procedures for the Management of Personal Information.

34.00 The university will retain Personal Information collected from individuals in accordance
with the FIPPA and the university-wide records classification, retention and disposition
plan.

34.01 The university will retain Personal Information used to make a decision about an
individual for a minimum of one year.

35.00 The university may use Surveillance Systems to:

(a) improve personal safety on university property by acting as a deterrent or increasing
the likelihood of identifying individuals who may commit criminal activity;
(b) assist law enforcement agencies with the investigation of any suspected criminal
activity;
(c) assist with the protection of university assets and infrastructure; or
(d) assist with the application of university policies.

35.01 Surveillance Systems shall not be used to monitor or record areas where the
university community or public have a reasonable expectation of privacy.

35.02 The university will deploy Surveillance Systems only as an exceptional step to
address real, pressing and substantial problems or risks and only where a less
privacy-invasive alternative is not available. Surveillance Systems will be
designed to minimize the impact on privacy. The privacy impact of the proposed
Surveillance System will be assessed and documented in the Privacy Review
Form.

35.03 Approval is required prior to installation of a Surveillance System. The University
Secretary is responsible for approval of the installation, subject to the
recommendation of the Vice-President Finance and Operations that the
installation is necessary to address real, pressing and substantial problems or
risks and that a less privacy-invasive alternative is not available.

35.04 The requisite Vice-President may delegate the day-to-day operations and
administration of the Surveillance System in accordance with the Procedures for
the Management of University Surveillance Systems.
36.00  In accordance with the Procedures for the Management of University Surveillance Systems, the university will provide notice of the use of Surveillance Systems by prominently displaying signage at the perimeter or entrance to the area being monitored or recorded to alert individuals that such systems are or may be in use before they enter any area under surveillance.

37.00  Sections 35.00 and 36.00 apply only to Surveillance Systems installed with notice, i.e., overt surveillance.

Ensuring Accuracy of Personal Information
38.00  The university will make every reasonable effort to ensure that the Personal Information in its custody or under its control is accurate and complete and will allow Employees and students to confirm the accuracy of this information.

38.01  Procedures for the correction of Personal Information are contained within the university’s Procedures for the Access to and Correction of Information.

Safeguards for Personal Information
39.00  The university will protect Personal Information in its custody or control by making reasonable security arrangements against such risks as unauthorized access, collection, use, disclosure or disposition.

Individual Access to Personal Information
40.00  Individuals have a right to access Personal Information about themselves, subject to exceptions under the FIPPA. Access to Personal Information is provided in accordance with the university’s Access to and Correction of Information procedure.

41.00  Individuals have a right to request corrections to Personal Information about themselves, subject to exceptions under the FIPPA. Corrections to Personal Information are provided in accordance with the university’s Access to and Correction of Information procedure.

Privacy Impact Assessments
42.00  The Administrative Authority must conduct a risk-based Privacy Impact Assessment for all new systems, projects, programs or activities and substantially modified systems or activities. The nature and extent of the assessment will be based upon the risk.

42.01  Before committing the university to a project or initiative or before procurement that may entail privacy risks, the Administrative Authority will assess the project or initiative for potential privacy risks.

42.02  Upon completion of the PIA, an appropriate Administrative Authority, which may be the same Administrative Authority that completed the PIA, will determine whether the project’s risk after mitigation shall be accepted, or whether the project should not proceed.
42.03 In 42.02 the appropriate Administrative Authority will be determined under the Procedures for the Management of Personal Information. This determination will be based on the magnitude of the risk which is determined by impact and likelihood of the risk.

**Challenging Compliance with the Privacy Policy**

43.00 Individuals are entitled to challenge the university’s compliance with this policy.

43.01 Employees who receive a complaint or inquiry about compliance with the policy should attempt to resolve the issue with the assistance of a supervisor.

43.02 Individuals may make a formal complaint or inquiry about compliance with this policy by contacting the University Secretary’s Office.

**General**

44.00 The University Secretary may waive the requirements in sections 22.00 and 42.00 in exceptional circumstances.
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PROCEDURES FOR RESPONDING TO A PRIVACY INCIDENT OR PRIVACY BREACH

Procedural Authority: President
Procedural Officer: University Secretary
Parent Policy: Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)

PROTOCOL

PURPOSE
1.00 The purpose of this document is to set out response procedures to be followed when a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach occurs at the university.

DEFINITIONS
2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235) apply to these procedures.

3.00 Privacy Breach refers to a confirmed case of unauthorized access to or collection, use, disclosure or disposition of Personal Information. Such activity is considered to be ‘unauthorized’ if it occurs in contravention of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, or the University’s Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235).

4.00 Privacy Incident means an unconfirmed but potential Privacy Breach.

5.00 Unauthorized Disclosure means the disclosure of, production of or the provision of access to Personal Information to which the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act applies, if that disclosure, production or access is not authorized under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

SCOPE
6.00 These procedures apply to Employees of the university (including faculty).

Statutory and Policy Reference
7.00 In accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA); an Employee or service provider who is aware of an unauthorized disclosure of Personal Information must immediately notify the University Secretary, delegated head of the public body.

7.01 In accordance with the university’s Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235), employees are responsible for reporting any breaches of FIPPA or the policy to the appropriate Administrative Authority or manager or the University Secretary. Administrative Authorities or managers are responsible for reporting any breaches of FIPPA or the policy to the University Secretary.
PROCEDURES
There are several stages when responding to a report of Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach. While the stages are listed sequentially, activities from various stages may overlap depending upon the nature of the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach.

Identification and Reporting
8.00 Privacy Incidents may be identified at any level of the university through:
- responding to Personal Information complaints;
- monitoring the use of systems;
- reporting of security incidents under the procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident (Under Development); or
- reporting from external sources.

9.00 Individuals who are aware of a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach shall immediately report the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach to the University Secretary’s Office by calling (250) 721-8101 or e-mailing foipp@uvic.ca using the subject line – “Privacy Incident”.

Initial Assessment and Internal Reporting
10.00 The University Secretary’s Office will initially assess the cause, severity and risk of the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach. Such assessment will determine future actions including whether to assemble a response team.

11.00 Where it appears to the University Secretary that there may be or has been a substantial Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach, or the Incident or Breach may or does involve highly-sensitive Personal Information, the University Secretary (or designate) will inform the requisite Vice-President (or designate) and may notify the President as appropriate.

12.00 Where there has been a report to the University Secretary of an unauthorized disclosure of information involving university systems but not involving Personal Information, the University Secretary will inform the Chief Information Officer (or designate).

Containment
13.00 The requisite Unit(s) is responsible to make reasonable efforts to immediately contain the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach by, for example:
- stopping the unauthorized practice;
- recovering the Record(s) or information that was improperly collected, used, disclosed, or disposed of;
- shutting down affected systems;
- revoking access;
- changing computer access codes;
- blocking network access; or
- correcting weaknesses in physical security.
**Risk Assessment**

14.00 The University Secretary on receipt of a report of a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach, if warranted, will immediately assemble a response team that may include, but is not limited to the following individuals (or their designates):

- the University Secretary;
- the Vice-President Finance and Operations;
- the University Chief Privacy Officer;
- the General Counsel;
- the Director of University Communications Services;
- the Chief Information Officer (if the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach involves information systems); and
- the head of the Unit responsible for the Personal Information involved:
  - for employee information either the Executive Director, Financial Services or Associate Vice-President Human Resources;
  - for student information the Registrar; or
  - for Faculty information, the Dean of the Faculty.

14.01 In certain cases involving stolen property or other unlawful activity, Campus Security may also be added to the response team.

15.00 Where formed, the response team will review the report and assess the risk posed by the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach by:

- Confirming the Personal Information involved;
- Determining whether the incident is a Privacy Breach;
- Determining the cause and extent of the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach;
- Confirming the individuals potentially affected by the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach;
- Assessing the potential harm from the Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach.

**Notification**

16.00 The response team will recommend to the University Secretary the scope and nature of the notification and will examine:

- the need to notify the affected individual(s);
- the method and timing of notification;
- the need to notify other external parties (such as the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner or the police).

17.00 The University Secretary will determine the necessary notification and issue the notification based on the response team’s recommendation. Where time permits, the University Secretary will inform the Administrative Authority responsible for the Unit in advance of the notification.

**Follow-up and Prevention**

18.00 Once the steps are taken to mitigate the risks associated with the Privacy Breach, upon the recommendation of the response team, the University Secretary will determine whether further investigation of the cause of the Privacy Breach is necessary.
19.00 The response team will conduct any further investigation, which may require a security audit of physical and technical security. As a result of this evaluation, the response team may recommend necessary safeguards against further Privacy Incidents or Privacy Breaches. Existing policies, procedures and practices may be reviewed and updated to reflect the lessons learned from the investigation.

20.00 The Administrative Authority of the affected Unit is responsible for reporting to the University Secretary its response to and implementation of the response team’s recommendations. The University Secretary may also recommend follow-up actions to the President or the requisite Vice-president.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS
Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)
- Procedures for the Disclosure of Personal Information in Emergencies and Compelling Circumstances
- Procedures for the Management of University Surveillance Systems
- Procedures for the Management of Personal Information
- Procedures for Responding to the Loss of Theft of a Mobile Computing Device
- University Information Security Classification Procedures
- Privacy Protection Schedule

Records Management Policy (IM7700)
- Procedures for Access to and Correction of Information
- Procedures for the Management of University Records
- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information

Information Security Policy (IM7800)
- Procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident
PROCEDURES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF UNIVERSITY SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Procedural Authority: President
Effective Date: June, 2017
Procedural Officer: University Secretary
Supersedes: January, 2010
Parent Policy: Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)
Last Editorial Change:

PURPOSE
1.00 The purpose of these procedures is to set out how the university manages the Personal Information collected as a result of the installation and use of Surveillance Systems.

DEFINITIONS
2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Protection of Privacy (GV0235) policy apply to these procedures.

PROCEDURES
3.00 The university installs and uses Surveillance Systems in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) and the university’s Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235).

4.00 A Privacy Review Form must be submitted to the Vice-President Finance and Operations for review and recommendation prior to the approval of the installation of a Surveillance System. The completed form and Vice-President Finance and Operations’ recommendation will be forwarded to the University Secretary for consideration.

5.00 If installation is approved by the University Secretary, the responsible vice-president may delegate the management of a Surveillance System to an appropriate Administrative Authority. The Administrative Authority may assign to an appropriate individual the supervision of the daily operations and the administration of the operations of the Surveillance System.

Set-up of Surveillance Systems
6.00 Surveillance System equipment must only be purchased from and installed by suppliers approved by the university.

6.01 Purchasing and installation of Surveillance Systems are subject to the university purchasing policies and procedures.

7.00 Areas chosen for surveillance and the location of the Surveillance System must be necessary to meet the purposes approved by the University Secretary at the time of the application for installation. The Surveillance System must be installed in such a way (e.g., angle, breadth and depth of field) so as to achieve the minimal collection of Personal Information, while meeting the approved purposes for the installation.
7.01 Individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in areas such as washrooms, change rooms, offices, and university residences.

7.02 Surveillance Systems shall not be directed to look through the windows of adjacent buildings.

8.00 Surveillance systems must follow standards established by Campus Security and University Systems.

9.00 Only authorized individuals shall have access to use the Surveillance System’s controls and reception equipment for monitoring. Only the Director of Campus Security (or designate) shall review Surveillance System recordings, have physical access to recording equipment, approve who is permitted to use Surveillance Systems for monitoring, and approve access to recordings under section 22.00.

10.00 Reception equipment (such as video monitors or audio playback speakers) will be in a controlled access area.

11.00 Video monitors must not be located in a position that enables public viewing.

12.00 Information recorded by a Surveillance System may only be used for the purposes outlined in section 35.00 of the Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235).

13.00 If the Surveillance System will be used to monitor an area, the following sign will be displayed:

This area is being MONITORED by a Surveillance System.

14.00 If the Surveillance System will be used to record an area, the following sign will be displayed:

This area is being RECORDED by a Surveillance System.

15.00 If the Surveillance System is recording and being monitored, the following sign will be displayed:

This area is being RECORDED and may be MONITORED by a Surveillance System.

16.00 In addition to the above signage statements, each sign will also include a contact for inquires about the Surveillance. The following wording must appear on the bottom of the sign:

The university collects personal information through its Surveillance System, authorized and installed under the Protection of Privacy Policy. Further information may be obtained from the University Secretary at (250) 721-8100.
Management of Surveillance Recordings and Media

17.00 Surveillance recordings will be kept for a maximum of thirty (30) days unless required for the purposes outlined in section 35.00 of the Protection of Privacy (GV0235) policy.

17.01 If a recording has been used to make a decision about an individual, that recording will be retained for one year after the decision in accordance with FIPPA and the Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235).

17.02 If a recording is needed for an investigation or legal proceeding, it may be retained for as long as required for that purpose.

18.00 All storage media containing Surveillance System recordings shall be stored securely in a controlled access area.

19.00 If Surveillance System recordings are kept on removable storage media, such as tapes, CDs, DVDs, or USB sticks, then the media must be labeled numerically. They must also be labelled with the dates, times, and locations that the recordings have captured. Back-ups will be kept in the event that a recording has to be removed for examination or evidentiary purposes. Back-ups shall have the same labelling and the same access restrictions as original recordings.

20.00 If Surveillance System recordings are kept on computer storage media, the recordings must be created as separate files, at least one file per day, and must be overwritten or otherwise made permanently unreadable on or before the maximum retention period stated in sections 17.00 to 17.02. Any back-up of such files shall be in a secure manner.

21.00 Recording media used for Surveillance Systems that is no longer required shall be destroyed in accordance with the University’s Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information.

Access to Surveillance Recordings

22.00 Access to Surveillance System recordings requires an incident number from Campus Security. The Director of Campus Security (or designate) will determine the degree of access and any use or disclosure that is permitted. This use or disclosure shall be on a “need to know” basis as determined by the Director of Campus Security (or designate).

23.00 Access to and use of Surveillance System recordings shall be logged in accordance with Campus Security procedures.

24.00 All disclosures of Surveillance System recordings shall comply with the Procedures for the Management of Personal Information.

Incident Response

25.00 When an area under surveillance is being monitored or recorded by an authorized individual, and this individual has reason to believe that an incident is occurring or has occurred that threatens safety or property, or is criminal in nature, or is a serious violation of university policy, the authorized individual will immediately contact Campus Security.
Security. Only Campus Security may review surveillance recordings. If Campus Security has reason to believe that such an incident has occurred, Campus Security may notify the following as required:

- in circumstances involving a student – the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs;
- in circumstances involving a faculty member – the Associate Vice-President Faculty Relations and Academic Administration;
- in circumstances involving a staff member – the Associate Vice-President Human Resources;
- in circumstances involving a visitor – Vice-President External Relations.

In cases of suspected criminal activity, Campus Security will contact the police as required.

**26.00** Surveillance recordings will only be removed or copied when an incident has been identified. In such a case, Campus Security will secure and take control of the recording in question. No other copies of such recordings will be made other than for back-up or evidentiary purposes.

**27.00** When an incident occurs, Campus Security will provide an incident report to the authorized individual. The authorized individual shall inform the requisite Administrative Authority that Campus Security has secured and taken control of the recording.

**Individual Access to Recordings**

**28.00** Where an individual has been recorded by a Surveillance System, the individual, after identifying the time and location of the recording, has the right to request access to their recorded Personal Information. Such access in full or part may be refused on one of the grounds set out in FIPPA. However, if the information can reasonably be severed from a record, the individual has the right of access to the remainder of the record.

**Audits**

**29.00** The university may ensure that periodic audits are conducted to ensure compliance with this procedure and related aspects of the Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235). The results of each audit will be documented.

**30.00** The Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner may conduct audits of the university’s Surveillance Systems.

**RELEVANT LEGISLATION**

*University Act*
*Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act*

**RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS**

*Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)*

- Procedures for the Management of Personal Information
- Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach
Records Management Policy (IM7700)

- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information
PURPOSE

1.00 The purpose of this document is to set out procedures for circumstances where there is concern for the health or safety of a student or others at the university and it is not possible to obtain the student’s consent to use or disclose their Personal Information.

Note: For further guidance on the management of urgent or emergency circumstances, see the university’s Environmental Health and Safety policy (SS9200) and the Critical Incident Response Procedures (SS9115).

DEFINITIONS

2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235) apply to these procedures.

3.00 Compelling Circumstances exist where one is compelled to act to protect an individual whose health or safety is in imminent danger.

4.00 Emergency means a present or imminent event of a short duration that affects or threatens: the health, safety or welfare of people, property and infrastructure, and or the purposes of the university.

5.00 Threatening Behaviour means any statement or conduct which may cause a reasonable person to believe that:
   (a) the personal safety of any person is endangered; or
   (b) property is at risk of damage, destruction or loss other than the authorized use or destruction of university property; or
   (c) a person has acted in a manner or is engaged in a course of conduct reasonably likely to result in risk to property or danger to anyone’s personal safety as in paragraphs (a) or (b) above.

6.00 Urgent incidents are those which may include incidents:
   (a) of persons in extreme emotional distress;
   (b) involving sudden trauma or death;
   (c) of inter-personal conflict; and
   (d) of other matters similar in nature.
PROCEDURES

7.00 The university is committed to maintaining an environment where all members of the university community and the public may participate safely in the university’s activities. The paramount principle, preservation of life trumps privacy will be considered as a starting point in protecting health and safety as effectively as possible when making difficult judgment decisions.

8.00 In accordance with the university’s Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235), Personal Information may be used or disclosed as permitted or required by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) or other law, and in Emergency situations.

9.00 Under normal circumstances, disclosure of Personal Information is handled through consent (either expressed or implied) and, within the university; its use is limited to those who need to know the information in order to discharge their university duties.

Disclosure of Personal Information in Emergencies

10.00 When a university faculty or staff member is faced with circumstances where the normal consent and other routes authorized by statute for disclosure are not available and where there is an Emergency, the staff member shall disclose Personal Information as relevant and necessary to campus security.

11.00 When a university faculty or staff member is faced with circumstances where the normal consent and other routes authorized by statute for disclosure are not available and where there is an Urgent need to contact the emergency contact person or the next-of-kin of an ill, injured or deceased student, contact may be initiated by the staff or faculty member.

In the case of a deceased student, refer to the Responding to the Death of a Student Member of the University policy (AC1215).

12.00 To locate the student’s emergency contact or next-of-kin information, the staff or faculty member will determine if an emergency contact has been provided and will inform the respective department Chair or Director of the request for information and the need to check for the emergency contact. If the staff member does not have access to Banner, he or she may obtain assistance from the departmental or unit staff member with Banner access.

Disclosure of Personal Information in Compelling Circumstances

13.00 When a university faculty or staff member is faced with circumstances where the normal consent and other routes authorized by statute for disclosure are not available and where Compelling Circumstances exist:

(a) The faculty or staff member will consult with the department Chair, unit Director, or Dean;

(b) If urgent action is required, considering the nature of the circumstances and the obligations and protections under FIPPA and the university’s Protection of Privacy
Policy (GV0235), the faculty or staff member and the appropriate department Chair, Dean or unit Director will jointly:

- review whether the disclosure should be made, to whom the disclosure should be made, and the content of the disclosure;
- make recommendations to one of the individuals listed in (d) below who is authorized to decide to disclose the Personal Information; and

(c) If time permits, the reviewing employee(s) may consult with counselling services, health services, or campus security as required.

When consulting with other units, the reviewing employee(s) shall only provide identifying Personal Information if the unit they are consulting with requests or requires it.

If the reviewing employee(s) transfers the responsibility for handling the matter to another university staff or faculty member, the reviewing employee(s) shall ensure that the staff or faculty member to whom the matter is being transferred is fully aware that they are now responsible for the matter.

(d) Where the recommendation is to disclose Personal Information about the student to an external agency, and the staff or faculty member has not yet contacted the Dean, the staff or faculty member shall contact one of the following individuals (or their designates) who will determine whether to authorize the disclosure of Personal Information:

i) The respective Dean or University Librarian, or where an incident occurs in a non-academic context (e.g., student housing) the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs (or designate);
   - The Dean or University Librarian will consult with the office of the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs (or designate) prior to determining whether to authorize the disclosure;
ii) If the Dean or University Librarian is not available, contact the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs (or designate) directly;
iii) If the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs is not available, contact the Director of Counselling Services or the Head of Health Services;
iv) If the individuals listed in iii) are not available, contact the University Secretary;
v) If the incident occurs after business hours, contact the individual on duty at Campus Security.

Record Keeping
14.00 The individual authorizing the disclosure under section 13.00 (d) above will maintain a confidential file containing a brief record of the disclosure decision and, a decision to assume the responsibility.

Notification
15.00 The individual authorizing the disclosure in Compelling Circumstances under section 13.00(d), is responsible to ensure, where appropriate, the student is notified in writing.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION

*University Act*
*Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act*

RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS

**Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)**
- Procedures for the Management of Personal Information
- Procedures for the Management of University Surveillance Systems
- Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach

**Records Management Policy (IM7700)**
- Procedures for the Management of University Records
- Procedures for Access to and Correction of Information
- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information

**Critical Incident Response Procedures (SS9115)**
**Responding to the Death of a Student Member of the University Policy (AC1215)**
**Violence and Threatening Behaviour Policy (SS9105)**
PROCEDURES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

Procedural Authority: President  Effective Date: June, 2017
Procedural Officer: University Secretary  Supersedes: January, 2010
Parent Policy: Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)  Last Editorial Change:

PURPOSE
1.00 The purpose of these procedures is to ensure that Personal Information in the custody or under the control of the university is managed in a manner that complies with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA), and is consistent with the university's Protection of Privacy (GV0235), Records Management (IM7700) and Information Security (IM7800) policies and associated procedures.

DEFINITIONS
2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Protection of Privacy policy (GV0235) apply to these procedures.

3.00 Disclose means to transmit or provide, intentionally or unintentionally, Personal Information by any means to someone other than an Employee.

4.00 Use of Personal Information means employing or handling Personal Information by Employees to accomplish the university's objectives; for example, to:
   - administer a program or activity;
   - provide a service; or
   - determine someone's eligibility for a benefit or suitability for a job.

PROCEDURES
5.00 As the head of the university for the purpose of FIPPA and the Protection of Privacy Policy, the University Secretary’s contact information will be provided for questions regarding the collection of Personal Information where the university provides notice of the collection of Personal Information.

6.00 Employees are responsible for consulting as necessary with the appropriate Administrative Authority or manager about the collection of Personal Information, the access and use of Personal Information, the disclosure of Personal Information to a third party, or the safeguarding of Personal Information.

Where an Employee has consulted the appropriate Administrative Authority or manager, that individual may contact the Office of the University Secretary for guidance on whether to permit the collection, the access or use by another Employee or the disclosure to a third party or the safeguarding of Personal Information.
Collection of Personal Information – Identifying Purposes, Limiting Collection and Consent

7.00 The university collects Personal Information related directly to and required by it to:
- fulfill its mandate under the University Act;
- carry out its operations and provide services; and
- generally to undertake activities related to the management of a post-secondary institution.

Specific types of student, faculty, staff, donor, and alumni Personal Information are collected for purposes including, but not limited to those listed in Schedule “A”.

8.00 The university collects the Personal Information of:
- prospective and current students;
- prospective and current faculty and staff;
- alumni;
- prospective and current donors; and
- others (e.g., adjunct faculty, post doctoral, grant-funded personnel, volunteers, service providers, retirees)
through a variety of means, including but not limited to: in person, websites, telephone conversations and forms.

9.00 The university collects Personal Information in accordance with:
- FIPPA, the University Act and other applicable legislation authorizing collection;
- applicable university policies [including but not limited to the Protection of Privacy (GV0235), Records Management (IM7700) and Information Security (IM7800) policies];
- collective agreements; and
- other contracts.

10.00 Where the university collects Personal Information directly from an individual, and notice of the collection is provided at the time of collection, the individual’s consent is implied.

10.01 Providing notice of collection means telling the individual the purpose of collection, legal authority for collection and the contact information of the person who can answer an individual’s questions about collection.

11.00 In addition to collecting Personal Information for its own purposes, the university collects specific and limited Personal Information on behalf of student societies as permitted by the University Act.

11.01 Where required, appropriate consent for such collection, use and disclosure will be obtained by the university prior to such Personal Information being disclosed to student societies.
Use and Disclosure of Personal Information

Use of Personal Information – General

12.00 University Employees, including faculty or staff members may access and use Personal Information, on a need to know basis, for a purpose:
- listed in sections 7.00, 11.00 or Schedule “A”;
- that has a reasonable and direct connection to a purpose listed in sections 7.00, 11.00 or Schedule “A” and is necessary for faculty and staff members as part of their professional or university duties including the effective and efficient management of the university;
- for which the individual that the information is about has consented; or
- for which that information may be disclosed to the university by another public body under sections 33 to 36 of the FIPPA.

13.00 An Administrative Authority, responsible for authorizing Employee access to Personal Information in any media must only provide that authorization when access is required for a purpose listed in section 12.00. Authorized access should be sufficient that Employees can carry out their duties effectively and efficiently.

14.00 When there is a change to an Employee’s position or duties, the Administrative Authority must review, and if necessary change, the Employee’s authorized access to Personal Information in relation to job function changes in order to ensure that access to Personal Information is at a level and to an extent appropriate.

15.00 Faculty, staff, student, donor and alumni address information may be used for university mailing purposes only and will be used only for alumni/donor or university related functions.

16.00 Faculty, staff student, donor and alumni Personal Information, including student Personal Information on admission, registration and academic achievement may be used for statistical and research purposes by the university in order to fulfill its mandate under the University Act.

16.01 Such information may also be used for other research purposes but in those cases individual identities will be removed.

17.00 In accordance with the university’s Policy on Internal Audit (GV0220), the university’s Chief Audit Executive, staff and agents of the Internal Audit department may use and access Records containing Personal Information in the custody or under the control of the university and relevant to the subject under review. This use and access is limited to the minimum amount of Personal Information necessary to meet Internal Audit’s requirements.

Use of Donor and Alumni Information

18.00 Donor and alumni information may be used by select units within the university for approved university programs and activities as set out in below.
18.01 Donor and alumni Personal Information may be used by university units for mailings or publications, invitations to gatherings, fundraising and other university approved purposes.

18.02 Alumni Personal Information may be used by the Alumni Relations to offer Alumni Association benefits and services to alumni.

19.00 Requests for donor or alumni Personal Information from university units must be submitted to the Associate Vice-President Alumni and Development (or designate) who will review the request and consult with other senior administrators where required to ensure that the information requested is intended for an appropriate use and is necessary as part of the requestor’s university duties. The Associate Vice-President Alumni and Development (or designate), may request clarification on the intended use to ensure that the purpose is in the best interest of the university, while protecting the privacy of alumni and donors.

Use of Student Personal Information

20.00 Faculty members who need to access student academic information, such as faculty advisors or members of admissions committees, will be granted access to that information through the individual authorized by the Administrative Authority to determine access to perform these job requirements.

21.00 Student grades (for term work or first term results in a full year coursework) may be posted providing that each student is identified by an incomplete or obscured student identification number or where code names are used. Incomplete or obscured identification numbers must be listed in random order (i.e., not in alphabetical order). Grades will not be posted for classes with ten or fewer students, as there is a possibility that students may be easily identified.

21.01 Section 21.00 applies to all methods of posting grades, including but not limited to:
  - Lists placed in public areas;
  - Online learning tools;
  - Course websites; and
  - Course e-mail lists.

22.00 Except where students have consented otherwise, student assignments and examinations must be returned directly to the student or left for general pick-up in the respective department office and not in a public area.

22.01 Faculty or staff may release assignments or examinations to a third-party where written permission, including by electronic means, has been provided in advance by the student authorizing a specific individual to pick up or receive the assignment or examination.
23.00  Class registration lists and photographs of students may be provided to faculty for teaching purposes and such information may only be disclosed to other students in the class with the permission of the student and must not be posted in public places.

24.00  Information containing a student’s address or phone number(s) may be provided to an instructor who is teaching the student or to a counsellor if the information is necessary for the performance of that individual’s duties.

25.00  Access to and use of records of violations of academic integrity, are governed by the Policy on Academic Integrity as set out in the academic calendar.

26.00  Personal Information collected as a result of a request for academic concession is used only by the student’s instructor(s) and other persons at the university whose involvement is required in the adjudication of the request for academic concession and only for the purpose of adjudicating the claim.

27.00  Faculty access to student comments compiled as part of the Course Experience Survey (CES) is provided after the grades are finalized, and the CES ratings are available through secure online access. Individual instructor evaluation data from the CES is available to administrators and committees responsible for tenure, promotion, annual review, or other purposes under the Faculty Collective Agreement. Student comments are made available for review of teaching performance only with permission from the faculty member. When a faculty member gives such permission all comments must be included. Aggregate data is available through the Office of the Vice-President Academic and Provost for the purpose of academic program quality review and assurance.

Disclosure of Personal Information (General)

28.00  Student, faculty, staff, donor, and alumni Personal Information will be disclosed only for a purpose authorized in the FIPPA, the university Protection of Privacy Policy or this procedure.

29.00  Unless specified below, requests from third-parties for disclosure of Personal Information must be made in writing, identifying the information sought, the authority for the request, and the reason for the request.

30.00  Specific records or portions thereof may be disclosed to persons or agencies where disclosure is required or authorized by an enactment of British Columbia or Canada.

This includes but is not limited to disclosure:
- in response to a court order, summons, or subpoena;
- in response to government agencies who demonstrate their authority to require or authorize disclosure in the circumstances in which they are requesting the information;
- in accordance with the statutory requirements of professional governing bodies for the purposes of licensing, registration, investigation and discipline of regulated persons; and
• to external auditors, engaged by the university who may access Personal Information collected by the university for auditing purposes.

31.00 Requests for disclosure of student, faculty or staff Personal Information from specific third parties will be treated as follows:
  • Law Enforcement Agency Requests – refer the request to Campus Security.
  • Media Requests - refer the request to UVic Communication Services.
  • Lawyer and Insurance Company Requests - must be made in writing and be accompanied with the written consent for the release from the student, faculty or staff member.

32.00 Disclosure of student Personal Information by the university in emergency or compelling circumstances is described in the Procedures for the Disclosure of Student Personal Information in Emergency or Compelling Circumstances.

33.00 Where any individual is asked (a “Referee”), in the performance of a university function, to supply in confidence an assessment of student, faculty or staff, the assessment is considered to be supplied in confidence, unless the Referee expressly stated otherwise.

34.00 Subject to 34.01, 35.00 and 35.01, the university may enter a contract in which Personal Information is collected, used, accessed, disclosed, retained, stored or maintained only where the Personal Information is stored in and accessed in Canada.

  34.01 The university may enter a contract where the contract proposes that Personal Information is stored or accessed outside of Canada, if the contract provides that the written consent of the individual student(s), staff or faculty is obtained. Such consent must be obtained in the manner prescribed under the FIPPA regulation.

35.00 The university may Disclose Personal Information outside of Canada where it is necessary for installing, implementing, maintaining, repairing, trouble-shooting or upgrading an electronic system or equipment or for data recovery following the failure of the electronic system. In this case the university is not required to obtain explicit consent.

  35.01 The Disclosure of Personal Information outside of Canada must be limited to temporary access and storage for the minimum time necessary for the purpose in 35.00. In the case of data recovery, Disclosure is limited to access and storage only after the system failure has occurred.

  35.02 Disclosure under sections 35.00 and 35.01 must be done in a manner prescribed by the Chief Information Officer or designate.

36.00 Where the university is requested by a third party to Disclose Personal Information outside of Canada, the university will seek the written consent of the individual student, staff or faculty, unless otherwise permitted by FIPPA. Such consent must be obtained in the manner prescribed under the FIPPA regulation.
37.00 Faculty or staff who wish to conduct surveys, including electronic that collect Personal Information in identifiable form must, where appropriate, obtain approval from the relevant ethics review body, and use a Canadian based service provider that stores the information in Canada, or must obtain the consent of each individual completing the survey to have their Personal Information stored outside of Canada. Such consent must be obtained in the manner prescribed under the FIPPA regulation.

38.00 The university may Disclose Personal Information to external bodies for accreditation purposes.

38.01 Units shall make reasonable efforts to remove all individual identifiers before Disclosing the information to the accreditors.

38.02 If the accreditors are not able to view the Personal Information on site, the accreditors shall make reasonable arrangements for the secure transmission within Canada of the records containing Personal Information and secure return or disposal of any copies of the records provided.

Disclosure of Student Personal Information

39.00 The university may Disclose, without consent, the student’s or former student’s name, name of degree, diploma and certificate, and the year the award was granted.

39.01 The Disclosure of such information may be restricted or delayed in specific cases for security or other legitimate reasons.

40.00 Except for the circumstances in sections 30.00 and 32.00, Disclosure of student Personal Information (e.g., attendance, academic progress, grades, payments, fees, class schedule, enrollment, course selection) to a third party, such as a relative, employer, funding agency, legal process server or sponsor is permitted only with the student’s consent.

41.00 The university may Disclose graduating student’s information to third parties, such as photography studios, only through specific contracts.

42.00 Disclosure of Personal Information beyond that listed in 39.00 to another university, post-secondary institution, professional governing body or potential employer requires the consent of the student or former student. If the student has not previously provided consent, consent must be obtained before Disclosing Personal Information.

42.01 Where a student or former student requests a reference, consent for the Disclosure of all relevant and necessary Personal Information is implied.

43.00 Student Personal Information may be Disclosed to a donor for the purpose of notifying the donor of the granting of an award or scholarship. In such cases, the university will provide notice to students.
Disclosure of Faculty or Staff Personal Information

44.00 The university may Disclose without consent the following Personal Information about a current or former staff or faculty member:

- information about an individual’s position, function, or total remuneration as an officer, Employee, or member of the university; or
- their business contact information.

44.01 Requests for remuneration information shall be referred to HRIS/Payroll.

44.02 Disclosure under s. 44.00 does not include information about discretionary benefits/bonuses.

45.00 Disclosure of Personal Information beyond that listed in 44.00 to a potential employer requires the Employee’s consent. If the Employee has not previously provided consent, consent must be obtained before disclosing Personal Information to the potential employer.

45.01 Where an Employee or former Employee requests a reference, consent for the Disclosure of all relevant and necessary Personal Information is implied.

46.00 University Employees will ensure that their curriculum vitae or resume does not contain Personal Information that the individual does not wish to Disclose and does not contain the Personal Information of others, without their consent.

47.00 Employee Personal Information may be Disclosed where the Disclosure is in accordance with the provision of a collective agreement authorizing or requiring the Disclosure.

Disclosure of Donor and Alumni Personal Information

48.00 Except as provided in sections 48.01 and 49.00, donor names and donation amounts will only be disclosed with the consent of the donor, or where disclosure is required by law.

48.01 On an annual basis, the university may publish names of donors listed by contribution category. Donors may choose to be listed as anonymous.

49.00 Donor Personal Information may be Disclosed to the University of Victoria Foundation or the Foundation for the University of Victoria.

50.00 Alumni Personal Information may be Disclosed to the Alumni Association, including its volunteers, for the purpose of carrying out the joint objectives of the university and the Alumni Association through alumni engagement programs and activities.

Accuracy of Personal Information

51.00 The university is committed to ensuring the accuracy of the Personal Information in its custody or under its control. Procedures for the correction of Personal Information are contained within the university’s Procedures for Access to and Correction of Information.
Safeguarding Personal Information

52.00 Any individual or committee member making a decision or recommendation, including a decision or recommendation on any of the following matters:

- hiring, termination, and managing the employment relationship;
- search, selection and appointment;
- employment accommodation;
- academic accommodation;
- academic concession;
- renewal, reappointment, tenure or promotion;
- admission to the university or to a program or faculty within the university and associated matters;
- evaluation of academic or employment performance;
- awards or honours;
- investigation of complaints or allegation of misconduct (including but not limited to allegations of violence or threatening behaviour, discrimination or harassment);
- imposition of discipline;
- confidential consultations under the university’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy (GV0205);
- handling of informal complaints received in confidence but not investigated or an environmental assessment under the university’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy (GV0205) and its related procedures; or
- faculty or staff member’s disclosure of conflict of interest

must treat the Personal Information of any individuals created, submitted, considered or investigated during that process as confidential in accordance with the university’s Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235) and other provisions of this procedure.

52.01 Individuals responsible for a process under section 51.00, or where appropriate committee members covered under section 51.00 must make reasonable efforts to safeguard the Personal Information created or received by:

- ensuring, unless to do so would jeopardize a process under section 51.00, there is a clear statement of the purpose of the collection and that the Personal Information will only be used or Disclosed for the original purpose for which it was collected or for a purpose consistent with the original collection purpose;
  - this statement may be by means of a collective agreement or university policy or procedure;
- specifying who, other than the individual or committee under section 51.00, may have access to the Personal Information and under what circumstances;
- describing how the Personal Information will be circulated and retained;
- marking the records as confidential prior to any permissible Disclosure;
taking reasonable security measures to ensure the security of the record, such as storage in locked cabinets or protection of electronic files; and

- maintaining, retaining and destroying the record, in accordance with the university’s Records Management policy and related procedures, the University Information Security Classification Procedures (Under Development), and the Directory of Records.

53.00 Medical information, including counselling information, created, submitted, or considered as part of the university responding to a request for service shall be treated as confidential in accordance with the university’s Protection of Privacy Policy and other provisions of this procedure and the procedures outlined in section 52.01 shall be followed.

54.00 Unless otherwise provided in a collective agreement, personnel and labour relations information, including grievance or appeal information created, submitted or considered as part of the university responding to a labour relations matter or a grievance shall be treated as confidential in accordance with the university’s Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235) and other provisions of this procedure and the procedures outlined in section 52.01 shall be followed.

55.00 An individual or committee is not precluded from Disclosing Personal Information that is being Disclosed for a purpose:
- consistent with the purpose for which it was collected, compiled, or used;
- permitted by law;
- permitted under a collective agreement; or
- required as part of a review by the university’s Chief Audit Executive or an audit required by law, contract, or university policy.

56.00 A claim of confidentiality may be made where the record is part of a series of confidential communications. Confidentiality may be implied from the circumstances (including those listed in 52.01) surrounding the creation and treatment of the record.

57.00 When the university enters into or modifies an agreement with an external organization to undertake work on its behalf (including third-parties processing mail-outs for university purposes) that involves the collection, use or Disclosure of Personal Information, the university will attach the Privacy Protection Schedule to the agreement or contract to ensure that the third-party treats the Personal Information in accordance with FIPPA and the university’s Protection of Privacy policy and its associated procedures. Such arrangements must include secure transmission and secure and timely destruction or return.

57.01 A contract that is amended or assigned must continue to comply with the Protection of Privacy Policy and its associated procedures.

57.02 In exceptional circumstances the University Secretary (or designate) may waive the requirement in section 57.00 where the external organization has provided a
written undertaking that its policies and practices are consistent with the requirements of FIPPA.

Individual Access to Personal Information

58.00 The university’s Access to and Correction of Information procedure addresses access to Personal Information access requests.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

University Act
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS

Academic Calendar

Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)

- Procedures for the Disclosure of Personal Information in Emergencies and Compelling Circumstances
- Procedures for the Management of University Surveillance Systems
- Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach
- Procedures for Responding to the Loss or Theft of a Mobile Computing Devices
- University Information Security Classification Procedures
- Privacy Protection Schedule

Records Management Policy (IM7700)

- Procedures for the Management of University Records
- Procedures for the Access to and Correction of Information
- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information

Information Security Policy (IM7800)

- Procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident
**PURPOSE:** The purpose of this Schedule is to set out examples of the types of Personal Information the University collects and the purposes for such collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Individuals</th>
<th>Personal Information Types</th>
<th>Collection Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Students</strong></td>
<td><strong>Identity-Related Information</strong>&lt;br&gt;  - Name&lt;br&gt;  - Address&lt;br&gt;  - Telephone number(s)&lt;br&gt;  - Personal Education Number&lt;br&gt;  - Birth date&lt;br&gt;  - Gender</td>
<td>• Confirmation of identity&lt;br&gt; • Identification of university documents&lt;br&gt; • Recruitment, admission, registration, rerегистration and graduation&lt;br&gt; • Provision of student awards and funding;&lt;br&gt; • Recording academic progress and achievement&lt;br&gt; • Advising&lt;br&gt; • Issuance of transit and parking passes;&lt;br&gt; • Provision of computing and e-mail accounts&lt;br&gt; • Communication with students&lt;br&gt; • Administration and operation of academic, library, athletic, recreational, residences, alumni and other university programs&lt;br&gt; • Administration and management of the use of university information and communication systems&lt;br&gt; • Assessment of fees&lt;br&gt; • Assessment of medical premiums&lt;br&gt; • Completion of taxation and tax deduction forms&lt;br&gt; • Assessment of eligibility for TOEFL waiver&lt;br&gt; • Evaluating employment applications and making hiring decisions&lt;br&gt; • Management of the university’s financial affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Related Academic Information</strong>&lt;br&gt;  - Previous education&lt;br&gt;  - Programs of study&lt;br&gt;  - Performance information&lt;br&gt;  - Degrees, diplomas, and certificates obtained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Related Financial Information</strong>&lt;br&gt;  - Charges&lt;br&gt;  - Payments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Related Fiscal Information</strong>&lt;br&gt;  - Social Insurance Number&lt;br&gt;  - Tuition fees&lt;br&gt;  - Bursaries Citizenship and immigration status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Related to responding to request for services</strong>&lt;br&gt;  - Medical information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty and Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity-Related Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Related Financial Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Payments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Donations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone number(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Fiscal Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Related Employment Equity Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Insurance Number</td>
<td>Disability status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aboriginal status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible minority status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related employment information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Related to responding to request for services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment history</td>
<td>Medical information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credentials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor and Alumni</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Donor and Alumni</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity-Related Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Related Financial Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Identity-Related Information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name, including spouse and children</td>
<td>Payments</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name, including spouse and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family or marital status</td>
<td>Donations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Family or marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address(es)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Address(es)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone number(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone number(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Fiscal Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>Related Employment Equity Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Responding to an emergency or urgent circumstance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disability status</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recording and receipting donations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aboriginal status</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fundraising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible minority status</td>
<td></td>
<td>Community relations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Evaluating employment applications and making hiring decisions
- Administration of payroll and benefits;
- Evaluating performance for reappointment, tenure and promotion
- Research funding
- Selecting graduate students
- Issuing of parking passes
- Creation of computing and e-mail accounts
- Registration for recreational and other university services
- Conducting investigations and making disciplinary and termination decisions
- Complying with requirements of the Federal Contractors Program
- Administration and managing the use of university information and communication systems
- Business Continuity
- Disclosure for conflict of interest purposes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor and Alumni ‘Continued’</th>
<th>Related financial information</th>
<th>Building relationships between the university and its constituencies, including engaging alumni.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Birth date, including spouse and children</td>
<td>• Pledges and donations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personal financial history</td>
<td>• Professional history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Alumni/Donor information</strong></td>
<td>• Involvement in events and activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hometown, interests, photograph, and education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PURPOSE
1.00 The purpose of these procedures is to set out the minimum standards necessary for classifying various types of university Information Resources so that reasonable security arrangements can be applied to such information.

DEFINITIONS
2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Information Security (IM7800) and Protection of Privacy (GV0235) policies apply to these procedures.

Note: Refer to the Procedures for the Management of University Records and the Directory of Records for information on the functional classification of university Records. Refer to the Procedures for the Access to and Correction of Personal Information for information regarding freedom of information access requests.

PROCEDURES

Assigning an Information Security Classification Level
3.00 Information Resources require security classification at the level appropriate for the value or criticality of that resource, in accordance with the classification levels set out in section 9.00.

3.01 The security classification level of the Information Resource establishes the extent and type of security arrangements that must be implemented in order to protect the Information Resource.

3.02 Prior to assigning a security classification level, Units must be aware of relevant legislative requirements and regulatory obligations, and relevant university policies and procedures. Units may also refer to industry standards and best practices for further direction where applicable.

4.00 Administrative Authorities are expected to classify and manage the Information Resources for which they are responsible based on a reasonable understanding of the overall value of the Information Resource. Where appropriate, Administrative
Authorities should collaborate with Providers to classify and manage the Information Resources for which they are responsible.

5.00 Administrative Authorities are expected to ensure that Users in their Units manage Information Resources according to the assigned security classification.

6.00 Information Resources not explicitly classified will be assigned a default security classification level of Internal. Only Information Resources that fall outside the default classification level must be formally classified.

7.00 Security classification levels are applied to broad information types or categories, rather than individual items or elements.

8.00 Where it is unclear which security classification level is most appropriate, Units shall employ the next highest classification level.

8.01 Where an Information System or Record contains information that is classified as public and information classified at a higher level, the combined information must be managed at the higher confidentiality level.

Information Classification Levels

9.00 University Information Resources are classified according to the classification levels in the following chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Information that has been explicitly approved for distribution to the public by the information owner or Administrative Authority or through some other valid authority such as legislation or policy. Disclosure of public information requires no authorization and may be freely disseminated without potential harm to the University or its affiliates.</td>
<td>• annual reports  • advertising and media releases  • product and service information  • employee directory listings  • academic calendar  • published research presentations or papers  • job postings  • instructions  • training manuals  • open-session Board and Senate minutes  • name of degree, diploma and certificate recipients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Information that is intended for use within the University or within a specific workgroup, Unit or group of individuals with a legitimate need-to-know. Internal Information is not approved for general circulation</td>
<td>• student or employee number  • budget information  • personal pager or cell phone numbers  • select Unit procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Confidential   | Confidential information is considered to be highly sensitive business or Personal Information. It is intended for a very specific use and may not be disclosed except to those who have explicit authorization to review such information, even within a workgroup or Unit. Unauthorized disclosure of confidential information could have a moderately-adverse impact on the university, individuals or affiliates. Loss of this information could have a moderately-adverse financial or operational impact for the University. | • Social Insurance Numbers  
• credit card numbers  
• student records  
• reference letters  
• accounting information  
• information protected by non-disclosure agreements  
• personnel files |
| Highly-Confidential | Highly-confidential information is so sensitive that it is entitled to extraordinary protections. Loss could seriously impede the university’s or an affiliate’s operations. Unauthorized disclosure of this information could have a highly-adverse impact on the university, individuals or affiliates, and could have a highly-adverse impact on finances, reputation, and competitiveness, and could have legal repercussions. | • authentication credentials (NetlinkID and password)  
• specific categories of employee and student information  
• legal suits  
• health or counselling information  
• appeals, and grievances  
• academic concessions  
• harassment and discrimination reports |

**Security Arrangements for Classified Information**

10.00 After an Information Security Classification has been applied, reasonable security arrangements are required that correspond to the assigned classification level.

10.01 The following tables set out appropriate safeguards for each level of information.

**Access Restrictions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Access Restriction Safeguard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>No access restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Access is limited to employees and other authorized Users. Access must be revoked as soon as reasonably possible when Users leave the university or the custodial Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidential</td>
<td>Access is limited to authorized Users with a demonstrated need to know. Access must be revoked as soon as reasonably possible when Users leave the university or the custodial Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly-Confidential</td>
<td>Access limited to authorized users with a demonstrated need to know. Access must be revoked immediately when users leave the university or the custodial Unit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transmission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Transmission Safeguard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>No special handling required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>No special handling required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Storage Safeguard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>No special safeguards required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Stored within a controlled-access system (e.g., password protected file or file system, locked file cabinet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidential</td>
<td>Stored within a controlled-access system (e.g., password protected file or file system, locked file cabinet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly-Confidential</td>
<td>Stored within a controlled-access system (e.g., password protected file or file system, locked file cabinet). Additional controls implemented as necessary to comply with relevant legislation or other requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Disposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Disposal Safeguard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Recycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Shredded or erased in accordance with the university’s Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RELEVANT LEGISLATION
*Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act*

RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS

**Information Security Policy (IM7800)**
- Procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident

**Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)**
- Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach
- Procedures for the Management of Personal Information
- Procedures for the Management of University Surveillance Systems

**Records Management Policy (IM7700)**
- Procedures for the Access to and Correction of Information
- Procedures for the Management of University Records
- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information

**Responsible Use of Information Technology Resources (IM7200)**
PROCEDURES FOR RESPONDING TO THE LOSS OR THEFT OF A MOBILE COMPUTING DEVICE

Procedural Authorities: Vice-President Finance and Operations; University Secretary
Procedural Officer: Chief Information Officer; University Secretary
Parent Policies: Information Security Policy (IM7800)
Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)

Effective Date: December, 2010
Supersedes: NEW
Last Editorial Change: June, 2017

PURPOSE
1.00 The purpose of this document is to set out response procedures in the event of the loss or theft of a university Mobile Computing Device in order to protect the information contained on the device.

DEFINITIONS
2.00 The definitions contained within the university’s Protection of Privacy and Information Security policies apply to these procedures.

3.00 Mobile Computing Device means any portable device that provides computing or information storage and retrieval including but not limited to: laptop computers, Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), cell phones, smart phones, flash drives, video cameras, compact disks (CD), digital video disks (DVD), and portable hard drives.

PROCEDURES

User Responsibility
4.00 Users of university Mobile Computing Devices are expected to make reasonable security arrangements to protect such devices from loss or theft and to protect information stored on such devices.

Identification and Reporting
5.00 Loss or theft of a university Mobile Computing Device must be immediately reported to Campus Security and to the Unit’s Administrative Authority.

5.01 When reporting the loss or theft, Users are expected to inform Campus Security of whether the Mobile Computing Device contains Personal Information, or information classified as Internal, Confidential or Highly Confidential under the university’s Information Classification procedure.

6.00 Campus Security will conduct an initial assessment and create an incident report.
7.00 Campus Security shall immediately inform the Information Security Office if the lost or stolen Mobile Computing Device contains:
   (a) Personal Information; or
   (b) Internal, Confidential, or Highly-Confidential information (as defined in the University Information Security Classification procedures).

8.00 Where the Information Security Office confirms that the lost or stolen Mobile Computing Device contains Personal Information, the Information Security Office shall immediately contact the University Secretary.

Response

9.00 In cases where Personal Information is contained on a lost or stolen Mobile Computing Device, the University Secretary, where warranted, will follow the Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach.

9.01 Where the information contained on the Mobile Computing Device is non-personal and Internal, Confidential or Highly-Confidential, the Information Security Office, where warranted, will follow the Procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident.

RELATED POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS

Protection of Privacy Policy (GV0235)
- Procedures for Responding to a Privacy Incident or Privacy Breach
- University Information Security Classification Procedures

Records Management Policy (IM7700)
- Procedures for the Management of University Records
- Procedures for Access to and Correction of Information
- Guidelines for the Secure Destruction and Deletion of University Records and Information

Information Security Policy (IM7800)
- Procedures for Responding to an Information Security Incident